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The statements on the 'What MTC and ABAG are planning for you" flyer are all false either wholly or partially.  Anyone that distributes this is circulating misinformation that can be used against everyone fighting OneBayArea (OBA).  I believe this was created for that purpose.  The OBA folks probably wrote it themselves as a way to discredit us.  This needs to be retracted immediately.  When the documents finally come out, then we can circulate the contents of the plan.  It could still change.  So far, we can disseminate what we have heard at the OBA meetings such as the 80% housing requirement in Priority Development Areas (PDAs) if adopted, the 66% employment requirement in PDAs, the CEQA waivers that are planned and numerous other features of the plan.  But making broad sweeping unfounded accusations about the plan will only cause us to lose credibility with people who are beginning to learn about this regional plan.

First statement:  "ABAG and MTC--two unelected, unaccountable regional government entities--through allocation of $277B of OUR OWN gasoline tax dollars-- are going to force new zoning standards on ALL nine counties and 101 cities in the Bay Area.  Those zoning standards, which are being developed with almost no public awareness on the part of the citizenry will:"

Comments:  ABAG and MTC are "accountable" to other government agencies including the federal government.  The members of these boards are "elected" officials, they would argue.  The $277 Billion will come from Federal transportation dollars, not gasoline taxes--gas taxes are exhausted and are being subsidized by the Feds.  Also only 10% of this money is going to the sustainable strategies.  90% is supposed to go to maintenance of existing transportation needs.  One Bay Area doesn't "force new zoning standards".  Zoning changes have and are being made by the individual cities and counties.  Zoning and General Plan changes do have opportunities for public input through a lengthy process.  OBA doesn't change zoning let alone "force" them onto anyone.

Bullet #1-"remove all ability of local cities and towns to carry out their constitutionally protected role of making local planning decisions based on local conditions and doing so responsive to the needs and wishes of the citizens of that city."

Comments:  OBA doesn't "remove all ability"; it's voluntary to participate in the plan.  Localities can still decide whatever they want; they just won't get the grants for development outside of PDAs.  The problem is that the elected city and county officials may choose to get money by going along with OBA.
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Bullet #2-"force virtually all development or redevelopment of commercial and residential projects in the Bay Area FOR THE NEXT 30 YEARS into the 4% of the Bay 
Area land that is designated as "priority development areas" (PDAs) near mass transit."

Comments:  First of all, they are not forcing.  Also it's not "virtually all", it's 80% versus 20% outside the PDAs.  Next, there is no more redevelopment in CA.  And it's not "30 years", it's 25 years for this plan.  For commercial development that creates employment, the numbers are 66% in PDAs and 34% outside.  

Bullet #3-"effectively disallow development or redevelopment in the 96% of the land area of the Bay Area that is not in those PDAs"

Comments:  OBA doesn't disallow development in areas outside the PDAs.  It calls for 20% of housing and 34% of employment to go outside the PDAs.  And that's if cities and counties choose to adopt the OBA plan--they don't have to. Cities and counties can and will approve some projects outside the PDAs.  Again, there's no more redevelopment in CA.

Bullet #4-"require all development or redevelopment in the PDAs to be stack and pack mixed use multi-story apartments or condos on upper floors, and retail or office space on ground floor" 

Comments:  This statement is entirely false.  What types of development the individual cities allow will be their decision.  OBA doesn't require this type of development at all.  Cities can still approve straight housing, straight commercial, office or whatever they want that is consistent with local zoning and General Plan land use designations.  

Bullet #5-"require massive subsidies to build all these developments and redevelopments in the PDAs, as the limited market for stack and pack housing and commercial space in the Bay Area is already saturated due to the use of Redevelopment Agency dollars to build these in recent years-many of which are under-utilized or even completely empty, years after having been built."

Comments:  "require massive subsidies", no it does not "require" subsidies.  If a property owner wants to build without a subsidy they will be free to do so.  And not all new developments involved redevelopment funds.  Some did and some didn't. 
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Bullet #6-"involve a regulatory taking of property rights in the 96% of the Bay Area outside of those PDAs due to the dramatic reduction in the value of all land that can no 
longer be developed or redeveloped."

Comments:  It's not a "regulatory taking" of property rights for the 96%.  Development will still be allowed but will be capped at 20% and 34% respectively.  While some properties will no doubt go down in value, others probably will not lose value.  It will depend on whether or not a property is fully developed.  As single family homes become more scarce, some could actually increase in value.  

Bullet #7-"require every city and town to build significant quantities of heavily-subsidized low income housing in their town whether the town wants to or not"

Comments:  Again, a gross exaggeration.  It will vary from city to city and they 
aren't "required" once again and they may not be "heavily subsidized".  The cities will still have some choice in the matter.  

Bullet #8-"The PDA projects will have limited provision for parking spaces, wholly inadequate to the needs of the residents and commercial tenants, in order to "encourage" people to give up their cars. " 

Comments:  The PDA projects "may" have limited parking and they "may" be wholly inadequate but we won't know until projects come forward.  As far as "encouraging people to give up their cars" we can't assume this is their motive.  I think cars will be allowed but costs could become prohibitive for some people.  It's wrong to accuse them of this motive because they can just deny it.

Bullet #9-"the PDAs will have NO provision or allowance for the schools that will be required for minor children in the residential developments, or for churches or synagogues for those families who wish to attend religious services in their communities. "

Comments:  This is ludicrous!  Where did he get this nonsense.  There are schools and churches in PDAs now and I don't see them going away.  This statement is unnecessarily inflammatory as well as incorrect.

Bullet #10-"all of the PDA developments and redevelopments will receive CEQA waivers-that is, they will not be subject to environmental review--proving indisputably that this has nothing to do with the environment.  Rather, this has everything to do with 
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control of every aspect of our lives, down to the most minute of details, as well as a loss of our property rights, loss of freedom to travel, and loss of our freedom to live and 
work where we choose.  By design."

Comments:  First I don't think "all" projects will get CEQA waivers.  Even if they do it wouldn't prove anything.  The whole purpose of OBA is to reduce greenhouse gases from transportation.  OBA doesn't "control every aspect of our lives", it does not make us lose our freedom to travel, it doesn't force us to live anywhere or work anywhere.  The main thing it does is encourage the individual cities to choose to build more housing units in city centers as well as create employment centers near public transit.  Of course, the opportunity for property owners to develop their properties outside the PDAs will be greatly reduced if OBA is adopted by the cities and counties.  While the CEQA waivers are certainly hard to justify, the main problems with OBA are the quotas being prescribed which will lead to discrimination among property owners.  Another problem are the subsidies that reward cities that discriminate through grants.

Conclusion:
We need to unite in our fight against regional governance and encourage cities to reject Sustainable Community Strategy Regional Planning grants and challenge grants; withdraw from the Council of Government (Association of Bay Area Governments); and refuse to allow OneBayArea to railroad them into further reducing their developable area.  We all need to remember that our information must be accurate when we are discussing this plan so that we can be confident in defeating it.


